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Background
§

§

In 2016, Facebook introduced
automatic alt text, a tool which
employs computer vision to make
images accessible to their blind
and low vision users
Facebook itself acknowledged
normative concerns around
describing images of people,
especially in light of controversies
involving people being labeled in
offensive and demeaning ways
by commercial computer vision
systems.
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§

Technical: Uncertainties
related to technical
accuracy

§

Ontological/Epistemolo
gical: Uncertainties
related to the ontology
and epistemology of
the categories

§

Saliency: Uncertainties
related to social
context and salience
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Sunday night fun! Having an outing after a long time.
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Have exams next week, have to work hard.
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Our research
§

§

We investigate Facebook’s policy
regarding the use of identity
categories in alt text, comparing it
to the policies and practices of
museums
Review all publicly available
statements from Facebook and
the formal guidelines from
museums

Policy In Practice

Strategies
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§ Only describes directly observable physical features
§ Makes no inferences about identity categories
§ Defers judgement to the person with visual impairment

John Kim

March 6 at 10:14 PM
Sunday night fun! Having an outing after a long time.

Data sources:

Alt text: “Pale blue convertible car with
a surfboard on back; driver is a blonde
man talking to a blonde woman in a red
bikini.”
AAT: “Image may contain: two
people, smiling, sunglasses, sky,
outdoor

Image may contain: two people,
smiling, sunglasses, outdoor, water,sky
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Directly Observable Features

§

Facial Recognition

§ Includes the name of the image subject
§ Allows person with visual impairment to bring own

More

§

knowledge to bear
May justify providing less or no description of that person’s
appearance

